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Preface
This volume contains papers selected for presentation at the Workshop on Causality and Causal
Discovery, in conjunction with the Seventeenth Canadian Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(AI'2004), held in London, Ontario, Canada on 16 May 2004.
Causality and discovering causal relations are of interest because they allow us to explain and
control systems and phenomena. There have been many debates on causality and whether it is
possible to discover causal relations automatically. Different approaches to solving the problem
of mining causality have been tried, such as utilising conditional probability or temporal
approaches. Discussing, evaluating, and comparing these methods can add perspective to the
efforts of all the people involved in this research area. The aim of this workshop is to bring
researchers from different backgrounds together to discuss the latest work being done in this
domain.
The occurrence of this workshop is the result of the joint efforts of the authors, the programme
committee members, and the Canadian AI organisers. This volume would not have been possible
without the help of the members of the programme committee who reviewed the papers
attentively. The Canadian AI'2004 organisers, General Chair, Kay Wiese (Simon Fraser
University), Program Co-Chairs Scott Goodwin and Ahmed Tawfik (both from the University of
Windsor), and Local Organiser Bob Mercer (University of Western Ontario), supported the
workshop from the beginning to the end. Thanks to Weiming Shen for hosting the workshops at
National Research Council Canada (NRC) facilities and helping with the co-ordination. The
Department of Computer Science at the University of Regina, and especially Howard Hamilton
contributed their time and resources towards the preparation of this volume. The efforts of all the
people not mentioned by name, who in any way helped in making this workshop possible, are
greatly appreciated.
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Abstract. This paper offers an overview of CausatiOnt, a semi-formal
ontology conceived as a basis for (automatic) legal reasoning about causation in fact. Moreover, a preliminary axiomatization in DOLCE upper
ontology is provided of part of CausatiOnt. This axiomatization is a step
toward making CausatiOnt, or at least part of it, more rigorous and toward enabling the automatic discovery of causal relations in the model
of a legal case.

1

Introduction

In the context of a research in Artificial Intelligence and Law (AI&Law), extensively reported in [1] and, more concisely, in [2], the problems posed by the
automation of legal responsibility attribution are thoroughly analyzed and (partially) reduced to the problems posed by automatic reasoning about causation.
Based on such reduction, the main contribution delivered by this research is an
analytical subsumption hierarchy - an ontology, in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
terms - which semi-formally represents the knowledge (i.e. the concepts and the
conceptual relations) used in the legal domain as the basis for reasoning about
causation. We call such ontology CausatiOnt1 .
This paper offers a description of a work in progress, which aims at axiomatizing CausatiOnt within DOLCE upper ontology [3]. This merging is being tried
because, despite a preliminary specification in Protégé-2000, CausatiOnt is still
too complex for use in automatic reasoning, as it comprises knowledge which
is, logically speaking, rather ambiguous. DOLCE, on the contrary, has a well
founded first order characterization [4], which may help in making CausatiOnt
more rigorous and, therefore, potentially useful for the automatic discovery of
causal relations in the model of a legal case. We proceed as follows: section 2 discusses the causal relation typically employed in legal reasoning, causation in fact;
section 3 presents the theoretical basis and the class hierarchy of CausatiOnt;
section 4 introduces the preliminary results of the axiomatization of CausatiOnt
in DOLCE; section 5 draws a conclusion.
1

From CAUSATIon ONTology.
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From legal responsibility to causation in fact

Legal Theory provides various arguments (see [2], section 1.1) in favor of the
following legal theoretical position: reasoning about the attribution of legal responsibility to a person involved in a case largely rests on causal reasoning. From
an AI&Law perspective, this strongly suggests that the automation of legal responsibility attribution in one way or another requires the automation of legal
causal reasoning. This may be achieved by adopting, among other things, a suitable ontology of causal concepts, such as the one presented in sections 3 and 4
of this paper.
Before presenting the ontology, we first spend some words on the relation between the notion of legal responsibility and the underlying causal knowledge.
This is meant to clarify the nature of such knowledge and of the causal relation
that CausatiOnt is meant to capture: causation in fact.
Consider the following example, from [5].
Example 1 (The Desert Traveler). A desert traveler T has two enemies. Enemy
1 poisons T’s canteen and Enemy 2, unaware of Enemy 1’s action, shoots and
empties the canteen. A week later, T is found dead and the two enemies confess
to action and intention.
If a jury were asked to attribute the legal responsibility for T’s death, it would
probably have to consider the following additional information, which is left
implicit in Example 1: T never drank from the canteen, T was found dead by
dehydration.
Based on such information, the jury would very probably come to an unanimous
decision and indicate Enemy 2 as the responsible person for T’s death. If asked
why, the jury may answer: because Enemy 2 caused T’s death. If asked in what
sense Enemy 2 caused what he caused, the jury would probably say that Enemy
2’s action is a counterfactual condition of T’s death, which makes it a cause.
In other words, had Enemy 2 not shot the canteen, T would still be among us.
But this is not true - it should be replied. Had Enemy 2 not shot the poisoned
canteen, T would have drunk from it and he would not be among us anyway.
Therefore, Enemy 2’s action is not a counterfactual condition of T’s death. Is it
still its cause? - the jury should be asked. Again its answer would probably be
unanimous and indicate Enemy 2’s action as the cause of T’s death in the sense
that he is the most proximate cause of T’s death. If asked to give a definition
of such proximity, the jurors would probably give a temporal definition: Enemy
2’s action is the latest cause of T’s death. But, then again, it could be replied
that from a strictly physical point of view the heat of the Sun was definitely a
temporally more proximate cause than Enemy 2’s action.
This “cat and mouse game” with the jury could go on for a long time because
Example 1 is no real-life case. It is just a tricky and underspecified combination
of circumstances devised by some smart philosopher on some lazy day, with the
explicit purpose of fooling imaginary juries. The example, though, does show the
following: a “short circuit” in our causal understanding of a series of events has
major consequences on our capacity to attribute (legal) responsibility.

[2] provides a legal theoretical bridge between the legal concept of responsibility
and the causal notions that support its attribution. Such bridge consists of five
elements: first, the distinction between causation in fact and legal causation; second, the distinction between the ontological problems posed by causation in fact
and the procedural problems posed by legal evidence and the burden of proof;
third, the definition of legal responsibility in terms of liability and accountability;
fourth, the definition of the grounds for legal responsibility attribution, among
which causation in fact; fifth, the definition of causation in fact. In the following
we briefly illustrate the first and the last of these elements.
The legal language makes a distinction between causation in fact and legal causation. On the one hand, the problem of causation in fact is the problem of
understanding what actually happened (i.e. what caused what) in a case. Such
factual interpretation is something legal experts usually take for granted and
mostly see as unproblematically achieved by common sense. In Example 1 the
connection between the shooting of the canteen and T’s death by dehydration
is an instance of causation in fact, because Enemy 2 had the intention to kill
T, he believed that by shooting the canteen T would die (rather than be saved
from poisoning), he shot the canteen, T died. On the contrary, the connection
between the poisoning of the canteen and T’s death is not an instance of causation in fact, because T never drank from the canteen2 . On the other hand, legal
causation is the set of criteria that should be applied either when a clear factual
interpretation of the case is missing or when legal policy considerations should
be applied, therefore adopting a causal interpretation that is different from the
factual causal one. In Example 1, supposing that, after the poisoning but before
the shooting of the canteen, T had drunk from it and supposing impossible to
establish the temporal priority between the effects of poisoning and the effects of
dehydrating on T’s body, the attribution of legal responsibility should be based
on legal causation (for instance, by accepting that both Enemy 1’s and Enemy
2’s conducts legally caused T’s death).
Now, how to give a sufficiently general definition of causation in fact? There are
various traditional legal theoretical approaches to the problem of giving this definition, most notably approaches based on the notion of causal proximity or on
counterfactuals3 . Traditional approaches, though, suffer of a lack of an explicit
account of the elements of a case that a judicial authority should consider when
assessing causation in fact. This jeopardizes consistency of application of such
tests over large corpora of cases. In order to overcome the common shortcoming
of traditional approaches, Hart and Honoré propose in [6] to base legal causal
assessment on an explicit definition of causation in fact, like the following one.
Definition 1 (Causation in fact). Agent A causes an event e, that might
involve agent B, if either of the following holds:
1. A starts some physical process that leads to e;
2

3

Legally speaking Enemy 1’s action may be considered just as an attempt at murdering T.
Typical examples of counterfactual tests used in the legal domain are the sine qua
non and the but for tests. For detailed overviews of these approaches see [2] or [6].

2. A provides reasons or draws attention to reasons which influence the conduct
of B, who causes e;
3. A provides B with opportunities to cause e.
4. All the important negative variants of clauses 1, 2, 3
For what concerns Example 1 the causal connection between Enemy 2 shooting
and T dying is non linear and may be considered either as a case of the negative
variant of clause 1 above (Enemy 2’s conduct prevents the physical process of
hydration which leads to T’s death by dehydration) or as a case of clause 3 above
(Enemy 2’s conduct provides T with the opportunity of causing his own death
by dehydration).
In conclusion, Definition 1 carves a portion of causal knowledge that is very
relevant to AI&Law research.

3

An overview of CausatiOnt

In order to make Definition 1 more rigorous and possibly useful to automatic
classification and/or interpretation, it should be reconfigured along clear ontological lines and restructured by means of a subsumption hierarchy, i.e. a so
called is-a hierarchy. This is exactly the original purpose of CausatiOnt, the ontology presented in this section. It should be noticed that the presentation of
CausatiOnt given here is rather theoretical. We only occasionally exemplify the
intuition behind each newly introduce notion by referring to a subset of Example
1 (namely: E1 = the bullet is shot; E2 = the canteen is broken). But neither
in this section nor in the following ones do we provide a complete model of E1 ,
E2 and of their causal connection, as this would require many more pages than
available or a drastic cut in the theoretical treatment of the introduced notions.
3.1

Philosophical preliminaries

The first and most obvious restructuring distinguishes in Definition 1 four main
ontological levels, corresponding to four main types of causation, as usually described in the philosophical literature: physical causation, agent causation, interpersonal causation, negative causation4 . Physical causation is described by the
final part of clause 1 of Definition 1, where the definition mentions a physical
process that leads to an event. Agent causation is described by the initial part
of clause 1, where Definition 1 mentions an agent starting a physical process.
The agreement around cases of agent causation is not reached as easily as in
cases of physical causation. This is due to the problem of detecting the beliefs,
4

Distinguishing between varieties of causation is the pragmatic answer of the philosophy of causation to the (temporary?) lack of stable scientific theories of some
fundamental phenomena. For instance, without a stable neuropsychological solution
of the mind-body problem, it is impossible to choose in a principled way between
a reduction of agent causation to physical causation and a reduction of physical
causation to agent causation.

desires and intentions of the agent that starts the physical process. Things become even more complex when considering interpersonal causation, described by
clauses 2 and 3. One might be tempted to consider interpersonal causation just
as a subcase of agent causation, where the psychological state of an agent exerts
a causal influence on another agent. Things are not that simple, though. The
causal influence that an agent may exercise on someone else may be physical in
nature or psychological or a combination of the two. Finally, the most elusive
case of causation is negative causation. Definition 1 refers to negative causation
in clause 4 as to all the important negative variants of the preceding clauses. It is
ontologically very difficult, almost paradoxical, to accept the general idea that
something that does not exist can cause anything. For reasons of space we can
not analyze the subtleties of this fascinating problem here.
In [2] definitions are given for physical and agent causation within the wider
structure of CausatiOnt and some analytical material is provided on interpersonal and negative causation, which are both left as research objectives. In this
paper we limit the scope of the presentation of CausatiOnt to the knowledge
needed for defining physical causation (shown in figure 1). In other words, we
present only the knowledge needed for assessing causal relations between events,
without considering actions.
Before starting with the detailed presentation of the class hierarchy shown in
figure 1, the following general philosophical biases of CausatiOnt with respect
to physical causation should be highlighted:
Cognitivism CausatiOnt is based on the assumption that causal relations are
neither purely ontological nor purely epistemological. Therefore, the representation of causal knowledge cannot be limited to the ontological elements
of causal relations (i.e. the entities). It must be extended to the epistemological elements (i.e. the categories) and to the phenomenological relations
between them (i.e. the dimensions). This extension might seem as a non
parsimonious scientific practice. But it gives us some room to explain what
in causal reasoning pertains to us as observing entities and what pertains
to the world as observed entity. Furthermore, by not limiting ourselves to
ontology we provide a clear way of distinguishing semantically similar terms
(e.g., matter, a category; mass, a dimension; object, an entity). In a similar
fashion, we are able to adopt the distinction defined in [7] between causality
(a category, representing general causal principles) and causation (a reified
relation, i.e. an entity, representing particular causal relations). All this will
further be explained in section 3.2.
Singularism According to singularism, physical causation relates events, i.e.
particular changes of the world located in space and time5 [8].
Functionalism Functionalism [9], [10], [11] may be seen as the continuation of
singularism by other means. The main difference from singularism is that
functionalism seeks sharper tools than the notion of change for detecting
5

Ducasse would for instance say that the cause of the particular change E2 is E1 if
E1 alone occurred in the immediate environment of E2 immediately before. This, of
course, begs the question - what is the definition of ‘immediate environment’ ?

physical causation. The various functionalist views proposed so far try to
reduce the notion of causation to physical notions, such as energy or momentum transfer between physical processes, in accordance to contemporary
Physics6 .
Formalism According to CausatiOnt, like according to most treatments of
causal relations, physical causation has the formal properties of transitivity, asymmetry and non reflexivity.
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Fig. 1. General hierarchy of CausatiOnt

3.2

CausatiOnt

We present here the class hierarchy shown, at different levels of detail, in figures
1 and 2. This hierarchy is an image of a preliminary specification of CausatiOnt in Protégé-2000, a fairly liberal knowledge representation tool, based on
the classical is-a relation. Protégé-2000’s liberalism includes the possibility of
distinguishing among the following data types in an ontology. Class, i.e. a set of
(prototypical) individuals (so called instances). A class has a name, that uniquely
identifies it and, possibly, a number of slots that intensionally describe it; it is
related by is-a relations to its subclasses and by i-o (instance of) relations to its
instances. Slot, i.e. a (user defined) binary relation between the instances of a
class and the instances of another class, or a literal (symbolic or numeric). System
6

For instance, a functionalist would consider a relation between E1 and E2 as causal,
if the actual physical intersection between E1 and E2 involves exchange of a conserved quantity (e.g. energy). Such exchange may be seen as a criterion for further
specification of the ‘immediate environment’ used by singularists

class, i.e. a class that has classes as its instances (i.e. a metaclass). The creation
of system classes is usually used in order to expand Protégé-2000’s knowledge
model because classes and slots are all instances of system class. Constraint, i.e.
an assertion that restricts the domain and the range of slots.
Protégé-2000 variegated data types allow to represent knowledge that pertains
to, at least, three logical orders (instances, classes, system classes). Such specifications may then be subject to further specification in order to fully express
them at the first order. In the rest of this section we provide exactly the first
liberal specification of CausatiOnt. For each introduced notion we provide a
synthetic natural language definition, some comments and the indication of how
the notion is implemented in Protégé-2000. Next section provides indications of
how CausatiOnt has been imported into DOLCE, in order to axiomatize it in a
semantically well founded model.
Definition 2 (Noesis). Noesis is the psychological counterpart of experience
(i.e. perception, learning and reasoning).
The notion of noesis has a rather long philosophical tradition, which dates back
to Greek Philosophy. As far as we are concerned, we adopt here the notion of
noesis in its broadest cognitive sense. We consider all the experiences of an individual human being to be physical phenomena. On the one hand, perceptual
experiences (e.g. perceiving the form of the canteen) are the result of the interaction between the physical world (i.e. light) and an individual’s sensory system
(e.g. his optic nerve and other parts of his brain). On the other hand, intellectual experiences (e.g. thinking about the notion of form) occur in the brain, i.e.
they too are physical phenomena. Besides their physical nature, though, both
perceptual and intellectual experiences generally seem to have a psychological
counterpart, i.e. a part of which the individual is aware (i.e. the form of the canteen, in the example of perceptual experiences, and the notion of form, in the
example of intellectual experiences). Any such psychological counterpart of an
experience is noesis. Noesis is represented in Protégé-2000 as a standard class,
with no slots.
Definition 3 (Category). Category is knowledge-related (i.e. epistemological)
noesis.
A category is a kind of noesis, which cannot be (philosophically) reduced to any
other kinds. It must therefore be postulated. Categories form the intellectual
background of our noetic experience of the world (i.e. of our perception, learning
and reasoning about the world). Even though categories play a crucial role in
noesis, we are hardly aware of them in our experience. When perceiving, learning or reasoning we are not fully aware of the categories that are supporting
our effort. For instance, when reasoning about (i.e. having an intellectual experience of) or perceiving (i.e. having a physical experience of) an entity (e.g. an
object, say, the bullet or the canteen), a number of categories (e.g. matter and
quantity) make our experience possible, even though they are not immediately
present to our mind and/or to our sensory system. Categories are, therefore,
here understood as in (Kantian) Epistemology: as the basic notions on which

our (intellectual and perceptual) experience builds up7 . Our intent is to use categories as purely descriptive notions that clarify the intuitive meaning of the
terms that are used in reasoning about entities (which we call the dimensions,
see below). As shown in figure 1 we distinguish between two main groups of
categories: the categories of existence and the categories of experience. The opposition between these two types of categories is the epistemological equivalent
of the opposition, within noesis, between entity (or Ontology) and category (or
Epistemology). In other words, just like in noesis, where we distinguish existence
(the entity) from knowledge (the category), in category we distinguish between
the knowledge of what exists (category of existence) from the knowledge of the
modes of knowledge (category of experience). These second categories describe
how we know what exists (or, rather, how we know the categories of existence).
Categories of existence encompass notions such as space, matter, energy, change,
causality; whereas category of experience encompass notions such as quantity,
quality and time8 . Categories are all represented in Protégé-2000 as subclasses
of noesis, with no slots.
Two categories of existence that deserve some attention here are change and
causality. On the one hand, we postulate change as a separate category from
time following the philosophical position [13] according to which change must be
assumed as distinct from time in order for objects to keep their identity through
the occurrence of events (i.e. temporal individuals) that change them. Furthermore, following [7] we propose to distinguish causality from causation and to see
the former as a kind of change. In other words we propose to see causality as an
ur -element of our knowledge of what exists: causality is a piece of our knowledge
of how what exists can change. For instance, in Example 1 there is a causality
relation between, on the one hand, the shooting of the bullet or the poisoning of
the canteen (possible causes) and, on the other hand, the death of the traveler
(possible effect). But there is a relation of causation only between the shooting
of the bullet (actual cause) and the death of the traveler (actual effect). We
therefore propose to see causality as the epistemological counterpart of an ontological dependence. In other words, the build up of experience by means of
causality requires the concurrent presence of certain categories of existence. For
instance, we propose here to adopt the following ontological dependence between
categories of existence as the standard notion of causality: energy cannot exist
without matter, matter cannot exist without space.
Definition 4 (Dimension). Dimension is experience-related (i.e. phenomenological) noesis. A dimension relates two categories.
7

8

We want to avoid to use here the expression a priori for describing the status of
categories. As a matter of fact, under a noetical perspective nothing is a priori and
one may see categories as the result of evolution, both of individuals and of species.
The main philosophical rationale behind having time as a category of experience is
the idea that when we talk about time we do not connote an entity or a natural
dimension that exists with independence of what we are as (human) observers. The
foundation of the notion of time rests on the biology of the observer [12].

The cognitive build up provided by the categories allows dimensions to emerge.
The standard example of a dimension is mass. By experience, all physical objects have a mass, which is the quantity of matter they comprise. We never have,
though, a concrete experience of either matter or quantity as such. Therefore,
we must assume their existence as categories, rather than as entities, and employ them in the definition of the notion of mass. In other words, the concrete
notion of mass relates the epistemological to the ontological part of our noetic
experience. We experience objects (ontology) as having mass (phenomenology),
which relates two categories: matter and quantity (epistemology). In the definitions of dimensions, we associate categories to one another with the expression
‘experienced by means of’. This is to underline the fact that the definition of
dimensions in terms of categories is not an ontological but a phenomenological
definition. We therefore say, for instance, that mass is matter experienced by
means of quantity (rather than mass is a quantity of matter), where the experience of matter by means of quantity is a purely intellectual one, as both matter
and quantity are categories, not entities. Furthermore, it should be noticed that
we use the expression ‘experienced by means of’ also in the definition of entities
in terms of dimensions. In this case, the expression ‘experienced by means of’
refers to the perceptual (rather than the intellectual) experience of an entity (e.g.
an object) through a dimension (e.g. mass).
The following dimensions have been defined: volume (i.e., space experienced by
means of quantity), form (i.e. space experienced by means of quality), location
(i.e., space experienced by means of time); mass (i.e., matter experienced by
means of quantity), material (i.e., matter experienced by means of quality), state
(i.e., matter experienced by means of time); work (i.e., energy experienced by
means of quantity), energy-form (i.e., energy experienced by means of quality),
power (i.e., energy experienced by means of time); direction (change experienced
by means of quantity), transition (change experienced by means of quality), period (change experienced by means of time).
All dimensions are represented in Protégé-2000 as instances of the class dimension. This, in turn, is a subclass both of noesis and of standard slot, which is
a type of system class. In other words, the instances of the class dimension are
particular kinds of slots, which by definition associate a category of existence
with a category of experience.
Definition 5 (Entity). Entity is existence-related (i.e. ontological) noesis.
The notion of entity indicates something that exists separately from other things
and has a clear identity. In Example 1 everything is an entity. Entity is represented in Protégé-2000 as a subclass of noesis with no slots.
Definition 6 (Physical entity). Physical entity is an entity experienced by
means of one or more of the following dimensions: volume, form, location, mass,
material, state, work, energy-form, power, direction, transition, period.
Physical entity is represented in Protégé-2000 as a subclass of entity with no
slots.
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Fig. 2. Entities in CausatiOnt

Definition 7 (Object). Object is a physical entity which is experienced by
means of all of the following dimensions: volume, form, location, mass, material, state.
In Example 1 objects are the bullet and the canteen. Object is represented in
Protégé-2000 as a subclass of entity with slots (its dimensions).
Definition 8 (Process). Process is a physical entity experienced by means of
all of the following dimensions: work, energy-form, power, direction, transition,
period.
In Example 1 being shot and being broken are processes. Process is represented
in Protégé-2000 as a subclass of entity with slots (its dimensions).
Definition 9 (Occurrence). Occurrence is a reified relation between objects,
processes and/or occurrences.
Occurrence is represented in Protégé-2000 as a subclass of entity with no slots.
Definition 10 (Event). Event is an occurrence of a process (the occurrence
of ) which changes the value of a dimension of an object (the subject).
In Example 1 an example of event is the trigger being pulled.
Finally, the notion of causation may be defined.
Definition 11 (Causation). Causation is an occurrence of two events, the
cause and the effect.
Definition 11 is the counterpart within CausatiOnt of definition 1. It is very broad
and it is needed as a definitional node in the ontology. In other words, all the

clauses that provide the sufficient conditions for more restrictive (and therefore
more interesting) causal relations are provided in the definitions subsumed by
Definition 11. This does not mean that the relation introduced in Definition 11
is indistinguishable from simple sequencing of events. Definition 11 introduces a
type of occurrence. This has, of course, a rather strong implication: by definition
all reified relations between events are causal relations.
Definition 12 (Physical causation). Physical causation is causation between
an event E1 , which is an occurrence of a physical process P1 (the occurrence of )
involving an object O1 (the subject), and event E2 , which is an occurrence of a
physical process P2 (the occurrence of ) involving an object O2 (the subject). A
relation of physical causation holds between E1 , the cause, and E2 , the effect, if
the following conditions are met:
1. O1 and O2 are not the same object, according to the adopted identity criterion
for objects.
Comment: the subjects must be truly distinguished objects.
2. P1 and P2 are not the same process, according to the adopted identity criterion for processes.
Comment: an event cannot cause itself. By this clause we adopt the view
that causation is a non reflexive relation.
3. P1 ’s period precedes P2 ’s period.
Comment: the cause temporally precedes the effect. Even for processes that
are temporally distributed (i.e. continuous) the causing process starts before the caused one. By this clause we adopt the view that causation is a
temporally asymmetric relation.
4. P1 ’s energy-form is the same as P2 ’s energy-form or E2 is reducible to events
E2,1 . . . E2,n such that:
(a) E2,1 . . . E2,n are occurrences of processes P2,1 . . . P2,n , which all have the
same energy form of P1 .
(b) E2,1 . . . E2,n have as their subjects objects O2,1 . . . O2,n , which are the
grains of O2 , according to the adopted structural constraints.
Comment: in the interaction between two objects energy is transferred or
transformed. In this latter case, the transformation of energy should be reducible to a transfer of energy between the cause and the events occurring
to the structural components of the object of the effect (its grains according
to a chosen granularity).
5. P1 ’s direction is the same as P2 ’s direction or P1 ’s power is greater or equal
to P2 ’s power or P1 ’s work is greater or equal to P2 ’s work.
Comment: this clause accounts for the fact that usually changes of one sign
cause changes of the same sign (i.e. an increase can usually only be caused by
an increase and a decrease by a decrease). If this condition cannot be tested
(which might be the case when lack of information makes it impossible to
establish the directions of either P1 or P2 ) or if it is not satisfied, one may
want to use the principle of the dispersion of energy in order to distinguish
the cause from the effect.

6. The category of existence of P2 ’s transition can not exist without the category
of existence of P1 ’s transition, according to the adopted causality constraint.
Comment: changes in O1 ’s dimensions can only affect those dimensions of O2
that are ontologically dependent on the dimensions changed in O1 , according
to the adopted causality constraint between categories of existence.
It should be added that we take physical causation to be a transitive relation.
Definition 12 is represented in Protégé-2000 as a subclass of causation with slots.
The conditions listed in the definition should be implemented as a series of constraints.
The information given on E1 and E2 so far may be used by the reader for an
intuitive testing of clauses 1, 2, 3, 6 of definition 12. Clauses 4 and 5 are more
difficult to test, not only for what concerns the information given here on E1 and
E2 , but in general for any two couples of non repeatable events. In conclusion,
the most important characteristic of definition 12 is its use of a controlled vocabulary, which defines terms that pertain to three distinct philosophical levels:
epistemology, phenomenology and ontology. Such modularity makes it possible
to define causation by means of several types of traditionally distinct criteria
employed within the same one definition: formalism (clauses 1, 2), singularism
and functionalism (clauses 3, 4, 5), cognitivism (clause 6).

4

Preliminary axiomatization of CausatiOnt in DOLCE

DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering) is an
ontology of particulars, as shown in the top class of Figure 3. DOLCE is based
on a fundamental distinction between four types of entities: Endurants, Perdurants, Qualities and Abstract entities. Endurants are wholly present (i.e., all
their proper parts are present) at any time they are present. Endurants roughly
correspond to objects in CausatiOnt. Perdurants, on the other hand, just extend
in time by accumulating different temporal parts, so that, at any time they are
present, they are only partially present, in the sense that some of their proper
temporal parts (e.g., their previous or future phases) may be not present. Perdurants roughly correspond to processes in CausatiOnt. DOLCE’s third branch is
Quality. Qualities can be seen as the basic entities we can perceive or measure:
shapes, colors, sizes, sounds, smells, as well as weights, lengths, electrical charges,
etc. Qualities may be clustered in quality types. The term ‘quality’ is often used
as a synonymous of ‘property’, but this is not the case in DOLCE: qualities are
particulars, properties are universals. Qualities inhere to entities: every entity
(including qualities themselves) comes with certain qualities, which exist as long
as the entity exists. DOLCE’s qualities are not comparable to CausatiOnt’s dimensions, because the latter are not entities. DOLCE distinguishes between a
quality (e.g., the capacity of the canteen in Example 1), and its value (e.g., 1
liter). Values are Abstracts, called qualia in DOLCE, and describe the position
of an individual quality within a certain conceptual space, called here quality
space. Such quality spaces are subsumed by the fourth branch of DOLCE, i.e.
abstract entities, and they are called Regions. So when we say that two canteens

Particular
isa
Perdurant
isa
Event

Stative
isa

State

isa

isa

Process

isa

isa

Abstract

Quality

isa
Region

Endurant

isa
Physical Quality

isa
Abstract Region

isa

isa
Physical Endurant

isa
Physical Region

isa
Physical Object

Fig. 3. General hierarchy of DOLCE

have (exactly) the same capacity, in DOLCE we mean that their capacity qualities, which are distinct entities, have the same position in the measure-for-fluids
space, that is they have the same capacity quale. This distinction between qualities and qualia is inspired by the so-called trope theory. Its intuitive rationale is
mainly due to the fact that natural language - in certain constructs - often seems
to make a similar distinction. Each quality type has an associated quality space
with a specific structure. For example, lengths are usually associated to a metric
linear space, and colors to a topological 2D space etc. For a full specification and
formal characterization of DOLCE refer to [4]9 . Our first effort in axiomatizing
CausatiOnt in DOLCE10 has been directed at importing CausatiOnt’s epistemological and phenomenological branches into DOLCE. As shown in figure 4 and
in the following set of definitions, categories are Abstract regions (definitions
1-10). By (11) we have defined CausantiOnt’s relation ExperiencedByMeansOf
in terms of DOLCE’s relation ExactLocation, which generically locates any type
of particular in a region. In (12-13) we have hooked up categories and DOLCE’s
qualities, by means of DOLCE’s relation QLocation, which relates qualities to
regions. In (14) we have defined the ontological constraint for causality. Finally
in (15) we give an example of how dimensions should be defined in DOLCE as
a relation between a particular and a region.
Category c (x) → AbstractRegion(x)
Category c (x) ≡
CategoryOf Existencec (x) ∨
∨CategoryOf Experiencec (x)
9
10

(1)
(2)

Available on http://wonderweb.semanticweb.org/deliverables/D18.shtml
In order to avoid confusion with DOLCE’s original predicates, in the following all
the predicates introduced in DOLCE from CausatiOnt are distinguished by the superscript c .

Quality
InherentIn

QLocation

Physical Endurant

Region
isa
MainCategory

Abstract Region
isa
Category
isa

Category of Existence

isa

ExperiencedByMeansOf
Category of Experience

Fig. 4. Import of CausatiOnt into DOLCE

CategoryOf Existencec (spacec )
CategoryOf Existencec (matterc )
CategoryOf Existencec (energy c )
CategoryOf Existencec (changec )
CategoryOf Experiencec (quantity c )
CategoryOf Experiencec (quality c )
CategoryOf Experiencec (timec )
ExactLocation(changec , causality c )
ExperiencedByM eansOf c (x, y) =def
CategoryOf Existencec (x) ∧ CategoryOf Experiencec (y) ∧
∧ExactLocation(x, y)
HasCategory c (x, y) =def
Quality(x) ∧ Category c (y) ∧ QLocation(x, y)
M ainCategory c (x, y, z) =def
Quality(z) ∧ HasCategory c (z, x) ∧ HasCategory c (z, y) ∧
∧ExperiencedByM eansOf c (x, y)
CausalityOrderc (x, y, z, w) =def
Quality(z) ∧ Quality(w) ∧
∧∃x∗ M ainCategory c (x, x∗ , z) ∧

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)

(14)

∧∃y ∗ M ainCategory c (y, y ∗ , w) ∧
∧(x = spacec → (y = spacec ∨ y = matterc ∨ y = energy c )
∧(x = matterc → (y = matterc ∨ y = energy c )
∧(x = energy c → (y = energy c ))
V olumec (x, y) =def

(15)

P hysicalEndurant(x) ∧ ∃zInherentIn(z, x) ∧ QLocation(z, y) ∧
∧M ainCategory c (spacec , quantity c , z)

5

Conclusion

Based on axioms (1-15) further research efforts will be directed at defining the
relation of causation in DOLCE by means of a representation paradigm called
Descriptions and Situations, which extends DOLCE and is now under development. Once this definitional phase is complete, an implementation of the resulting knowledge structure will be attempted. All this is aimed at creating the
conceptual basis of a tool for automatic testing, relative to Definition 1, of (legal)
models of causation in fact.
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Abstract
Currently prevalent methods of determining the causal
nature of the relationship between a decision attribute and a
set of condition attributes consider the input dataset to
consist of independent records, where there is no temporal
order among the records. The results of the causal
discovery usually include a graph that represents the causal
relationships between the attributes. In this paper we
present an alternative approach. TIMERS II (Temporal
Investigation Method for Enregistered Record Sequences
II) uses time as the justification for its judgements in the
discovery of causality. With TIMERS II the data records
are assumed to have been produced one after the other in a
temporally meaningful way, and from the same source.
Assuming that the effects take time to manifest, we merge
the input records and bring the causes and effects together.
The output is in the form of a set of decision rules, and
concerns a single attribute. The condition attributes could
have been observed in the past or future time relative to the
decision attribute. In TIMERS II the past can influence the
future, thus establishing causality. But we consider the
future to be able to influence the past too, which forms the
basis for acausality, or temporal co-occurrence. Three tests
are performed using different assumptions on the nature of
the relationship, and the relative qualities of the output
rulesets determine if the decision attribute's value is best
described by a non-temporal (instantaneous) relationship,
or a temporal (causal or acausal) one. In previous work,
TIMERS considered time to flow either strictly forward or
strictly backward, and the rules followed a unique direction
of time. In this paper, we consider it possible that time can
flow both backwards and forwards at the same time. The
results include rules that refer to condition attributes in both
the past and the future to determine the value of a decision
attribute at the current time.

Keywords
Data mining, Temporal relations. Causality and Acausality.

1. Introduction
Discovering the existence of causal relations among a
number of attributes has been an active research field.
Given a number of attributes, the input usually consists of
records, each containing the values of these attributes
observed together. An example would be a set of attributes
{outlook, temperature, play} and the record <sunny, 25,
yes>. The prevalent approach is to consider the problem to
be that of creating a graph, where the parent nodes denote
causes, while the children denote effects. Conditional

independence plays a great role in the construction of these
causal graphs. The main techniques for discovering causal
relations include learning Bayesian networks, which uses
conditional probability distributions in each node [1]. This
probability-based approach is presented in [7], and
TETRAD is a famous example of a causal discoverer that is
based on this method [9]. Another technique for
discovering causal relations uses the Minimum Message
Length (MML) method , which measures the goodness-offit of a causal model to the data [11]. CaMML is an
example of a causal discoverer based on this principle [5].
There are some common characteristics for the methods
mentioned above. One is that they consider all the available
attributes in the process of causal discovery. This means
that they try to find causal relationships among all the
variables. We have shown that this can result in very long
execution times [4]. The other common consideration is
that the input records are considered independent of each
other, and no assumptions are made as to when or where
they may have been obtained. The records could have come
from different sources and at different times. Assuming no
temporal relationship among the records allows these
approaches to work on many datasets.
Here we present another framework for causal discovery,
which is based on time. The Temporal Investigation
Method for Enregistered Record Sequences II (TIMERS II)
differs from the other methods because, first, it does not try
to create a graph of causal relations. Instead it focuses on
the relationship between a decision attribute and the rest of
the attributes, to see if there is a causal relation among
them. It is possible to run TIMERS several times with a
different target (decision) attribute each time, but the
results are not meant to be combined into a graph. Second,
it assumes that the input records are temporally sorted and
come from the same source. This temporal characteristic of
the data is the basis for the justification of causal discovery
in the presented method. While TIMERS II is fast and can
handle many more attributes in the record than other
methods [4], proper input is less widely available.
However, when applicable, the result are meaningful,
because with temporal decision rules the user can not only
answer "what" is related to what, but also "how."
Suppose we have gathered some data about the weather
outlook, the temperature, and whether it was possible to
play that day. The data for five consecutive days are given
in Table 1.

Outlook
Temperature
Play
Sunny
25
Yes
Rainy
13
No
Overcast
20
Yes
Rainy
10
No
Rainy
12
No
Table 1. Consecutive records observed once a day
The problem is to discover decision rules that predict when
we can play. We can consider any row in Table 1, to be the
"current" row and thus signifying the current day. Other
records are then considered to have been observed in the
past if they happen before the current row, or to have been
observed in the future if they appear after the current row.
The cornerstone of TIMERS II method is that time is
considered to be fluid and able to move in backward,
forward, and both backward and forward, directions. These
directions of time are used to determine the nature of the
relationship among the attributes. Depending on whether
there is a time difference between the decision attribute and
the condition attributes, the two broad categories for the
relations are atemporal (no time delay) and temporal (the
decision attribute happens at another time relative to the
condition attributes).
There are three possible verdicts for a relationship in
TIMERS II: instantaneous (which is atemporal), causal,
and acausal (which are both temporal). In the instantaneous
case by definition there are no temporal relationships, and
the value of the target attribute is best determined by the
values of the condition attributes as observed at the same
time. The resulting rules are normal decision rules. An
example such rule would be: if{(Outlook = sunny) AND
(Temperature > 20)} then (Play = yes).
For causality and acausality, the resulting rules are
temporal decision rules. For the causal case, the decision
attribute's value is causaly determined by the condition
attributes, which all appear in the past relative to the target
attribute. In other words, in a causal relationship the past
predicts the future [10], which is the normal direction of
time. An example rule would look like this:
If{(outlookcurrent-1 = sunny) then (outlookcurrent = sunny). We
have added indices so that we can distinguish between the
same attribute happening at different times. "Current-1"
indicates that the attribute was seen in the previous time
step, or yesterday.
For an acausal relationship, the future predicts the past [6].
For a relationship to be acausal at least one condition
attribute should have been observed after the decision
attribute. However, in TIMERS II it is also possible for
some condition attributes to have happened in the past. An
example acausal rule would be: if{(outlookcurrent-1 =
overcast) AND (outlookcurrent+1 = rainy) then (outlookcurrent
= rainy). Here "current+1" means the same thing as
"tomorrow." In an acausal relation the decision attribute's
value is not caused by the condition attributes, but just
happen to be seen together over time. In this case there may
have been hidden common causes that affected all the
attributes.

TIMERS II performs three tests: One for the instantaneous
case, one for the causal case, and one for the acausal case.
The resulting rulesets are then evaluated, and the one with
highest quality is used to declare the nature of the
relationship. In this paper we use the accuracy value of the
rules as the quality measure.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
introduces temporalisation, which is a process we use to
merge consecutive records together in different ways. This
pre-processing technique allows us to bring together the
causes and the effects into the same record. Section 3
introduces the TIMERS II algorithm. Section 4 presents a
number of experimental results obtained from TIMERS II.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Temporalisation
Normally, to determine the value of a decision attribute, we
use the condition attributes from the same record. An
example such record sequence would be <3, Left>, <2,
Left>, <1, Right>, <2, Right>, etc. Each record indicates
the current position along a line, and the direction of
movement at that position, determined randomly. Any rules
derived from such atemporal data involve attribute values
that are seen at the same time. In this case, we may use the
current movement direction (the condition attribute) to
determine the current position (the decision attribute). The
results would be instantaneous rules, and we can tell
intuitively that they probably will not have good accuracy
values, because there is no inherent relationship between a
position and the direction of movement at that position. To
explore causality, we use the intuitive notion that the
condition attributes' effects take time to appear, and thus
are seen in the future records. Given a temporally sorted
sequence of records, we merge consequent records into one
record, bringing the possible causes and the effect together.
We call this operation temporalising (formerly called
flattening), and the number of records merged is
determined by the window size. Temporalization enables us
to use normal tools and applications (that do not consider
the passage of time), for the purpose of temporal analysis
of data.
An example record sequence with a window size of two in
the forward direction of time, going from past to the current
time, would be <3, Left, 2, Left>, <2, Left, 1, Right>, <1,
Right, 2 Right>, etc., where each record includes data from
two time steps. Here we have the previous position, and
movement direction, as well as the current values.
Obviously, given the previous position and the previous
direction of movement , it is easy to determine the current
movement. All two consecutive records are thus merged,
thus each record in will contain the causes (for the next
records) and the effects (for the previous records) in turn. If
the rules derived from these temporalised records result in a
better accuracy value than the original records, then we
declare the relationship between the current position and
other attributes at causal. In this example we can expect
very good results because when we know the past position
and the past movement, we can say with certainty where

we end up (assuming a perfect world where actions do not
fail). However, we may be dealing with a temporal relation
that is not causal. For this reason, we should also consider
the possibility that the future position and the future
direction of movement are creating the current position. A
temporalised record would now look like: <2, Left, 3,
Left>. Of course in this particular example this hypothesis
is not as good as the causal one, because knowing where
we are in the future is not sufficient to know when we are
now (there are two possibilities: the left or the right of the
future position). This example shows clear signs of
causality. As will be shown later in this Section, at the
current time, in our method we leave out all attributes with
the exception of the decision attribute. In the causal
temporalisation, for example, the first record would thus be
<3, Left, 2>.
We thus consider three possibilities for a relationship
among a decision attribute and a condition attribute: being
instantaneous, causal, or acausal. The temporalising
technique prepares the data for rule extraction, and the final
judgement is based on the quality of the rules. For the
instantaneous test, no temporalising is performed.
Alternatively, one could say we temporalise with a window
size of 1. For the causal test, the temporalising involves
merging every w consecutive records together, and setting
the decision attribute to be in the last record (past
predicting the future with a window size of w). For
acausality, the direction of time is considered to point from
future to the past.
TIMERS II's predecessor would temporalise records by
considering only the past records (forward temporalising:
the normal direction of time) or only the future records
(backward temporalising). TIMERS II introduces the
sliding position temporalising method which includes
forward and backward temporalising as special cases. The
principle behind the sliding position method is that both
previous and next records can be influential in determining
the current value of the decision attribute. With any fixed
window size w, the new temporalising algorithm first
places the current decision attribute at position one, and
uses the next w-1 records to predict its value. This
corresponds to a backward temporalising. Then the current
attribute is set at position 2, and the previous record
(position one) and the next w-2 records are used for
prediction. This case has no correspondence in our previous
algorithm in [3]. This movement of the current position
continues and at the end it is set to w, and the previous w-1
records are used for prediction. This corresponds to
forward temporalising.
As an example consider four temporally consecutive
records, each with four fields: <1, 2, 4, true>, <2, 3, 5,
false>, <6, 7, 8, true>, <5, 2, 3, true>. Suppose we are
interested in predicting the value of the last (Boolean)
variable. Using a window of size 3, we can merge them as

in Table 2. The decision attribute is indicated in bold
characters. When it comes to the record involving the
decision attribute, we do not consider any condition
attributes in the same record as the decision [3]. The
Record.value notation in Table 2 means that we are only
including the decision attribute. For example, <R1, R2,
R3.false> would contain <1, 2, 4, true, 2, 3, 5, true, false>,
where false is the decision attribute in R3. This is to make
sure that minimum amount of data is shared between the
original (instantaneous) record and the temporalised record.
For the acausal test, we can have a mix of past and future
attributes. Given a window size w, p previous records and f
future records can be involved, with the decision attribute
happening in between. So we have p+1+f = w. The "1" in
this equation indicates the location of the decision attribute
at the current time. The requirement is that f be at least 1 (at
least one record from the future for the acausality test to be
valid), so we have 1 ≤ f ≤ w-1, and 0 ≤ p ≤ w-2. The
decision attribute's position slides in the merged records. It
moves from being in the first position (no past records) to
being in record number w-1 (w-2 previous records, 1 future
record). The sliding position temporalising operator is
presented in Algorithm 1.
The temporalising operator T(w, pos, D, d) takes as input a
window size w, The position of the decision attribute within
the window pos, the input records D, and the decision
attribute d, and outputs temporalised records. Di returns the
ith record in the input D. Field() returns a single field in a
record, as specified by its first variable. The += operator
stands for concatenating the left hand side with the right
hand side, with the results going to the right hand side
variable. <> denotes an empty record. This temporalising
algorithm is simpler than the one presented in [3].
This algorithm covers all three temporalising methods: 1)
For the instantaneous test, we provide it with a window size
of 1 and a position of 1. Alternatively we could refrain
from using the algorithm and simply employ the original
input data. 2) For the causality test, window size w would
be any desired value bigger than 1, and the position would
be w too (last record). 3) For the acausality test, the
window size could be set to any value bigger than 1, and
the position would change between 1 and w-1.
The temporalisation function is called by the TIMERS II
algorithm. Given |D| input records, For each run, T()
generates |D| - (w - 1) temporalised records. Since it may
not be obvious which window size is more appropriate for a
particular dataset, we consider trying a range of values, and
the one that results in best accuracy values will be
considered for decision making. If the results for different
window values are about the same, we suggest using the
smallest window size.

Sliding position.
w=3
<R2, R3, R1.true>
<R1, R3, R2.true>
<R1, R2, R3.false>
<R3, R4, R2.true>
<R2, R4, R3.false>
<R2, R3, R4.true>
Table 2. Results of temporalising using the forward, backward, and sliding position methods

Instantaneous. w = 1
(original data)
R1 = <1, 2, 4, true>
R2 = <2, 3, 5, true>
R3 = <6, 7, 8, false>
R4 = <5, 2, 3, true>

Forward (Causality).
w=3
<R1, R2, R3.false>
<R2, R3, R4.true>

Backward (Acausality).
w=3
<R3, R2, R1.true>
<R4, R3, R2.true>

For (i = 0; i ≤ |D| - w; i++)
{
temporalisedRecord = <>
for(j = 1; j < pos, j++)
// previous records
temporalisedRecord += Di+j
for(j = pos + 1; j ≤ w, j++)
// next records
temporalisedRecord += DI+j
// the decision attribute
temporalisedRecord += Field(d, DI+pos)
output(temporalisedRecord)
}
Algorithm 1. The Sliding position temporalisation method
Input: A sequence of sequentially ordered data records D, minimum and maximum temporalising window sizes α and β,
where 0 < α ≤ β, a minimum accuracy threshold acth, a decision attribute d, and a confidence level cl. The attribute d can be
set to any of the observable attributes in the system, or the algorithm can be tried on all attributes in turn.
Output: A set of accuracy values and a verdict as to the nature of the relationship among the decision attribute and the
condition attributes. It could be spontaneous, causal, or acausal.
RuleGenerator() is a function that receives input records, generates decision trees, rules, or any other representation for
predicting the decision attribute, and returns the training or predictive accuracy of the results.
TIMERS II(D, α , β, Acth , ε, d, cl)
{
aci = RuleGenerator(D, d); // instantaneous accuracy. window size = 1
for (w = α to β)
for(pos = 1 to w)
acw,pos = RuleGenerator(T(w, pos, D, d), d)
end for
end for
acc = max(acα,α, …, acβ,β) // best causal test
aca = max(acα,pos1, …, acβ,pos2), ∀ acx,pos, 1 ≤ pos < x // best acausal result
// Maybe there is not enough related information?
if (acth > max(aci, acc, aca) then discard results and stop.
verdict = "for attribute " + d + ", "
relation = RelationType(cl, aci, aca, acc)
case relation of
INSTANTANEOUS: verdict += "the relation is instantaneous"
ACAUSAL: verdict += "the relation is acausal" // an element from the future is present?
CAUSAL: verdict += "the relation is causal"
end case
return verdict.
}
Algorithm 2. TIMERS II algorithm for discovering the nature of the relationship for a decision attribute.

3. The TIMERS II Algorithm
TIMERS II is presented in Algorithm 2. It has been
implemented in a programme called TimeSleuth [2]. The
user can try a range of window sizes. To make sure that the
instantaneous case is actually tried, we perform the
corresponding test at the start of the algorithm. The verdict
is determined either by the user or by a statistical test based
on the results.
One way to choose the typed of the relationship would be
to compare the accuracy values. The method with the
highest accuracy value would then be selected. However, it
may happen that the accuracy values are close to each
other. We consider there to be an order of conceptual
simplicity among the three types of the relations, with
instantaneous being the simplest type of relationship,
followed by acausality, and then causality being the most
complex. Assuming this order implies that we try to explain
a relationship with the simpler types first. Causality is
considered the most complex because it makes a strong
statement about the observed attributes.
With accuracy values that are close, we may be inclined to
choose the simpler relationship because the gains of
choosing another relationship may not be worth the extra
complexity. Users can employ their discretion in making
this decision. However, TIMERS II proposes a statistical
method. The RelationType() routine uses accuracy intervals
to make a judgement about the type of the relationship.
Using the confidence level provided by the user in the cl
parameter, it constructs a confidence interval for the
accuracy. Then starting from the two lowest accuracy
values, it checks to see if the corresponding intervals
overlap. If they do, the method with the simpler type of
relationship will be chosen. The intuition is that the simpler
relationship could have potentially produced better or the
same results. After this round of selection, the winning
relation type is tested against the third relation type using
the same comparison of the intervals, and the results
determine the final winner.
As an example, suppose with a confidence level of 90%,
we have: aci = 32.5%, intervalaci= [31%, 34%], aca = 35%,
intervalaca = [33%, 37%], and acc = 37%, intervalacc =

[35%, 39%]. Because the confidence intervals of the
instantaneous method and the acausal methods intersect,
instantaneous is chosen. Then we consider the causal case,
and since the intervals of the instantaneous and causal
methods do not overlap, the causal method is chosen as the
final verdict because of its higher accuracy value. The
reason to start with the two lowest accuracy values is that if
all 3 intervals overlap, then the final winner depends on the
order of the comparison (depending on whether we do the
comparison from left to right or right to left. To remove this
ambiguity, we opt to compare from left to right. The
pseudo code for RelationType() is provided in Algorithm 3.
If needed, Algorithm 3 can also be used to select the best
window size among a number of accuracy values obtained
in either the causal or casual case. In that case the order of
simplicity is inversely proportional to the window size,
with bigger window sizes being less simple. Here we
simply use the maximum value, as in Algorithm 2.
The memory space needed by TIMERS II is computed as
follows. For every run of the T() operator, we get a dataset
of |D|-(w-1), hence the total number of the output records
β

created by the TIMERS algorithm is

∑

| D | - (w - 1)

. For a

w =α

window size of 1, the dataset already exists (the input
dataset). However, there is no need to save each
temporalised dataset after it has been used for rule
generation. So there would be a maximum of |D|-(β - 1)
temporalised records at any iteration. Considering that the
number of attributes in each record is multiplied by the
window size, the maximum number of the temporalised
dataset will be β × (|D|-(β - 1)) × <number of fields in each
input data record>.
Computation

wise,

the

number

of

times

that

β

RuleGenerator() runs is equal to 1 +

∑w

= 1 + [β × (β

w =α

+ 1) - (α-1) × α] / 2. Hence if the time complexity of
TIMERS II is linearly related to the time complexity of the
RuleGenerator().

Input: A confidence level cl, three accuracy values corresponding to the instantaneous, acausal, and causal methods: aci,
aca, acc
Output: A verdict as to the best relationship type.
RelationType(cl, aci, aca, acc) // The assumed simplicity order is: instantaneous < acausal < causal
{
Compute the confidence interval for each accuracy value
Sort the accuracy values
if overlap between the intervals of the two smallest accuracy values then
choose the simpler relation type
else
choose the relations type with better accuracy value.
if overlap between the intervals of previously selected type and the interval of the highest accuracy then
choose the simpler relation type
else
choose the type with the better accuracy value
return the chosen relation type //one of INSTANTANEOUS, ACAUSAL, or CAUSAL
}
Algorithm 3. Pseudo code for selecting the best relation type.
Window
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5

Position
T Accuracy
P Accuracy
Type of test
1
45.9%
27.5%
Instantaneous
1
70.8%
65.8%
Acausal
2
Causal
100%
100%
1
72.3%
66.7%
Acausal
2
100%
100%
Acausal
3
100%
100%
Causal
1
74.4%
71.1%
Acausal
2
100%
100%
Acausal
3
100%
100%
Acausal
4
100%
100%
Causal
1
75.4%
71.4%
Acausal
2
100%
100%
Acausal
3
100%
100%
Acausal
4
100%
100%
Acausal
5
100%
100%
Causal
Table 3. TIMERS II's result with the robot data.

Window
Position
T Accuracy
P Accuracy
Type of test
1
1
27.7%
23.7%
Instantaneous
2
1
75.1%
59.5%
Acausal
2
2
82.7%
67.6%
Causal
3
1
85.3%
75.0%
Acausal
3
2
82.4%
72.7%
Acausal
3
3
86.8%
Causal
77.8%
4
1
85.3%
74.3%
Acausal
4
2
85.9%
74.3%
Acausal
4
3
83.2%
74.3%
Acausal
4
4
84.4%
71.4%
Causal
5
1
85.0%
73.5%
Acausal
5
2
76.5%
Acausal
87.0%
5
3
85.0%
76.5%
Acausal
5
4
83.8%
76.5%
Acausal
5
5
86.7%
73.5%
Causal
Table 4. Results of the sliding position temporalising on the weather data.

4. Experimental Results
In this section we will use two temporal datasets. The first
one is from an artificial life program called URAL [12],
and involves an artificial robot moving through a twodimensional board. It can move to left, right, up and down.
The goal is for us to discover the effects of moving, on the
robot's position, expressed by a x and y pair. The board is 8
× 8. We used 800 records for training, and 200 for testing
the rules (predictive accuracy). This data comes from a
controlled environment with no exceptions, and hence the
rules are easy to learn. We consider the results of this test
as a form of "sanity check" and have been using them as
such in our papers. The second dataset is from a weather
station in Louisiana. It includes 343 training records, each
with the air temperature, the soil temperature, humidity,
wind speed and direction and solar radiation, gathered
hourly. 38 other records were used for testing the rules and
generating predictive accuracy values.
4.1 The Artificial Robot
Each record in this dataset contains x and y position values
at any given time, the direction of movement at that time,
and also a binary variable indicating the presence or
absence of food. We set the decision attribute to be the
current value of x, and the other three attributes are set as
the condition attributes. There is no relationship between
the current value of x on one hand, and the current values
of y, direction of the movement, or the presence of food on
the other hand. So we predict that an instantaneous test
(window size of 1) will give poor results. Intuitively we
know that the current value of x depends on the previous
value of x, and the previous direction of movement. This
temporal relationship makes us consider the relationship as
a causal one. The acausal hypothesis says that you can tell
where you were before if you know where you are now.
This hypothesis is clearly wrong, as we could have ended at
the current position from a different number of previous
positions. Hence we do not expect to get good results with
our acausality test. The results are shown in Table 3, where
Training and Predictive accuracy values are presented.
With any position bigger than 1, the previous record which
contains the relevant information for accurate prediction of
current x value, is included in the temporalised data. We
discover the correct temporal relation between the current
value of x and the previous x and movement direction, with
results having 100% accuracy with sliding positions of 2 or
more. Considering the result with a window size of 2, we
declare the relation to be causal.
4.2 The weather data
The subject of experiments in this subsection is a realworld dataset from weather observations in Louisiana [13],
and hence interpreting the dependencies and relationships
is harder. We have set the soil temperature to be the
decision attribute. The results obtained are shown in Table
4.
The relationship between the soil temperature and other
variables is not instantaneous, as observed by relatively
poor results with a window of 1 (instantaneous test). The

accuracy goes up after temporalising, implying that there is
a temporal relationship at work (the current value of the
soil temperature has a close relationship with the previous
values of the soil temperature, among others). From the
predictive accuracy values it appears that we get better
results when the decision attribute is in-between some
condition attributes. TIMERS allows the user to employ his
domain knowledge when labelling a relationship, especially
when the results are similar. In this case we are inclined to
declare the relationship as acausal, because the accuracy
values in the two directions of time are not much different.
This can then be confirmed or denied by the statistical test
based on the confidence level.

5. Concluding Remarks
We presented a method to discover and distinguish between
instantaneous, causal, and acausal relationships among a
decision attribute and a set of condition attributes. Our
method is based on the passage of time between causes and
effects, and hence has a more restricted form of input than
other techniques. TIMERS II tests to see whether a time
difference between the attributes is needed to best predict
the value of a decision attribute. If not, then the relationship
is instantaneous. If time is required, then a distinction is
made as to whether the relationship is causal (past
determines the future) or acausal (the future determines the
past). Each test is performed after an appropriate type of
temporalising. We used accuracy values of the rules as an
indication of goodness of the temporalising method, and
hence the type of the relationship, but in general any other
measurement can be used.
The resulting rules show us which attributes are important
in predicting the value of the decision attribute. They also
show how the relationship is formed. For example, in the
Louisiana weather data, the soil temperature an hour
before, had the most importance in determining the soil
temperature at the current time [4].
The TimeSleuth package includes executables and source
code in Java, as well as help and example files. It can be
downloaded
freely
from
http://www.cs.uregina.ca/~karimi/doanloads.html.
The
statistical test for determining the type of the relationship is
still under development. TimeSleuth uses C4.5 [8] as its
rule generator.
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Empirical Investigation of
Equilibration-Manipulation Commutability
Denver Dash
Intel Research, SC12-303, 3600 Juliette Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA,
denver.h.dash@intel.com

Abstract. I consider two operators that are used to transform causal
models: the Do operator for modeling manipulation and the Equilibration operator for modeling a system that has achieved equilibrium. I
present an experiment which tested whether or not these two operations
commute, i.e., whether or not an equilibrated-manipulated model is necessarily equal to the corresponding manipulated-equilibrated model. My
results provide evidence that these operators do not commute. I propose that this result has strong implications for causal discovery from
equilibrium data.

1

Introduction

In the study of artificial intelligence, an explicit representation of causality creates the potential for developing an agent that can perform extremely sophisticated reasoning tasks. Constructing a causal model provides an agent with a
robust means to diagnose symptoms, and to perform prediction given a current observed state of the system. Most importantly, a causal model releases
an agent from the need to store a combinatorially large set of pairs {action ⇒
effect}, allowing the result of external manipulation on various system components to be predicted directly from the model using the Do operator [Wold,
1954; Goldszmidt and Pearl, 1992]. By accepting the assumption of causal faithfulness [Pearl, 1988; Pearl and Verma, 1991; Spirtes et al., 1993], it is possible
in principle to recover causal models from data using constraint-based [Spirtes
et al., 1993; Verma and Pearl, 1991; Cheng et al., 2002] or Bayesian [Cooper
and Herskovits, 1992; Heckerman et al., 1995; Bouckaert, 1995] causal discovery
methods. Causal reasoning plus the ability to learn causal models from data
could potentially enable an intelligent agent to build and test hypotheses about
its environment and could help automate the process of scientific discovery from
data. These are topics that sit on the forefront of artificial intelligence research.
It has been shown by Iwasaki and Simon [1994] that, given assumptions
about the form of the causal model, the causal relations governing a dynamic
system can change as the time-scale of observation of the system is increased. In
particular, they introduce the Equilibration operator that produces the causal
relations of a system in equilibrium given the dynamic (non-equilibrium) causal
system.

The Do operator, Do(M, U = u), transforms a causal model M to a new
causal model M 0 where a subset of variables U in M 0 are fixed to specific values
independent of the causes of U. On the other hand, the Equilibration operator,
Equilibrate(M, X), transforms the model M with a dynamic (time-varying) variable X to a new causal model M 0 where X is static. This paper considers the
relationship between these two operators. In particular I am interested in the
following property:
Definition 1 (Equilibration-Manipulation Commutability). Let M (V)
be a causal model over variables V. M satisfies the Equilibration-Manipulation
Commutability (EMC) property iff
Equilibrate(Do(M, U = u), X) = Do(Equilibrate(M, X), U = u),
for all U ⊆ V and all X ∈ V.
I use the shorthand EMC to denote Equilibration-Manipulation Commutability.
In this paper, I ask the question (hereafter referred to as the EMC question):
“Does the EMC property hold for all dynamic causal models?” This question
is important for at least the following reason: Very often in practice a causal
model is first built from equilibrium relationships, and then causal reasoning
is performed on that model. This common approach takes path A in Figure 1.
A

S

Ŝ

~
S
Manipulation

Manipulation

B

Equilibration

Equilibration

~ ? ~ˆ
Sˆ = S

Fig. 1. The EMC Question asks whether or not the Do operator commutes with the
Equilibration operator operating on a dynamic causal model S.

When a manipulation is performed on a system, however, the state of the system
in general becomes “shocked” taking the system out of equilibrium, a situation
which is modeled by path B in Figure 1. The validity of the common approach
of taking path A thus hinges on the answer to the EMC Question.
The EMC Question has implications for causal discovery from data. A very
similar question can be posed in terms of the causal faithfulness condition:
“Given a causally faithful dynamic model S, does the new model S̃ resulting
from some equilibration of S obey causal faithfulness?” This question can be
viewed in terms of Figure 1: if path S → S̃ leads to the only graph that is

faithful to the equilibrium probability distribution, and if the manipulated equi˜
librium graph S̃ˆ is not equal to the true causal graph defined by Ŝ, then S̃ does
not obey the causal faithfulness assumption.
Previously, Dash and Druzdzel [2001] have argued that care must be taken
when using equilibrium models for causal reasoning. In this paper, I introduce
empirical studies that verify this fact by showing that the EMC question can be
answered in the negative.

2

Motivating Example: the Ideal Gas System

Here I briefly restate the example provided in Dash and Druzdzel [2001] showing
that the Do operator does not commute with the Equilibration operator. Consider in Figure 2-(a) the example of an ideal-gas trapped in a chamber with a
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Fig. 2. The causal model of the ideal gas system in equilibrium.

movable piston, on top of which sits a mass, M . The temperature, T , of the gas
is controlled externally by a temperature reservoir placed in contact with the
chamber. H is the height of the piston, Fb the total force exerted on the bottom
face of the piston, and P is the pressure of gas. In this example, M and T can
be controlled directly and so will be exogenous variables. When the values of
either M or T are altered, the height of the piston will change: If M is increased
then the height will decrease; whereas if T is increased then H will increase. In
words the causal ordering can be described as follows: “In equilibrium, the force
applied to the bottom of the piston must equal the weight of the mass on top of
the piston. Given the force on the bottom of the piston, the pressure of the gas
must be determined, which together with the temperature determines the height
of the piston through the ideal-gas law.”
By applying the Do operator to Figure 2-(a), one can derive Figure 2-(b)
when manipulating the height of the piston to some constant value h0 . Letting
ID denote the underlying dynamic causal model (not shown) for the ideal gas
system, then Figure 2-(b) corresponds to the model Do(Equilibrate(ID , H), H)
resulting from manipulating the equilibrium ideal gas model. Next I will derive

the model Equilibrate(Do(ID , H), H), resulting from equilibrating the manipulated model. In later paragraphs I will then argue on physical grounds that
Equilibrate(Do(ID , H), H) is the model that corresponds to our intuition of this
equilibrium manipulated system.
To derive Equilibrate(Do(ID , H), H), I must first derive the dynamic model
ID of the ideal gas system. Imagine dropping a mass M on the piston, simultaneously altering the temperature of the gas, and shortly after measuring the
values of all the remaining variables. The physics of this system is comprised of
a few fundamental equations: The force on the top of the piston Ft is given by
the weight of the mass M :
Ft = M g.
(1)
The acceleration A of the piston is given by Newton’s second law:
Σi Fi = M A.

(2)

The pressure of the gas P is related to the temperature T and the height of the
piston H through the ideal gas law:
P = kT /H,

(3)

where k is a constant. The force on the bottom of the piston is determined by
the pressure and the cross-sectional area a of the cylinder:
P = Fb /a

(4)

The height H and the velocity V are determined by recurrence relations (integrals):
V(t) = V(t−1) + A(t−1) ∆t
H(t) = H(t−1) + V(t−1) ∆t

(5)
(6)

A shorthand depiction of the causal graph of this system is shown in Figure 3(a). Since ID is a dynamic model, it should in principle express a structure at
multiple time slices. The graph in Figure 3-(a) represents such a graph: the
dashed arcs in this figure denote causation from time slice i to i+1, and the solid
arcs denote intra-time-slice causation. The dashed arcs were called integration
links by Iwasaki and Simon [1994].
Consider now fixing the height of the piston using this model to describe the
result. To fix the piston in the dynamic model, we must set H to some constant
value for all time, H(t) = h0 . We also must stop the piston from moving, so we
must set V(t) = 0 and A(t) = 0. Thus, in the dynamic graph with integration
links, we can think of this one action of setting the height of the piston as three
separate actions. Applying the Do operator to these three variables results in the
causal graph shown in Figure 3-(b). Since H is being held constant, the graph
in Figure 3-(b) is already an equilibrium graph with respect to H, so applying
the Equilibration operator results in no change to the graph.
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Fig. 3. The graph corresponding to the Equilibrate(Do(ID , H), H) operation on the
ideal-gas dynamic model is identical to the intuitive causal graph obtained by manipulating the equilibrium ideal gas system.

Finally, consider the true causal graph that results when the height of the
piston is set to a constant value: H = h0 . Physically this can be achieved by
setting the piston to the desired height, and inserting pins into the walls of
the chamber, locking it into place. In words, the true causal ordering for this
system can be described thus: Since H and T are both fixed, P is determined
by the ideal-gas law, P = kT /H. Since the gas is the only source of force on
the bottom of the piston, Fb is determined by P : Fb = P a. Thus, P is no longer
determined by Fb , and Fb is independent of M . This description is precisely the
model Equilibrate(Do(ID , H), H), shown in Figure 3-(b).

3

Discovery from Data: Empirical Results

Section 2 presented an example that implies that the answer to the EMC Question was “no”. This section addresses the EMC Question using empirical studies.
I performed numerical simulations of some dynamic systems to demonstrate that
as the time scale was increased enough so that an equilibration could occur, the
causal structure that was learned from data corresponds to the structure obtained by applying the Equilibration operator to the dynamic model. This fact is
significant because it indicates that whenever a causal structure that is learned
from equilibrium data is used for causal reasoning, then Path A of Figure 1 is
being taken: if the EMC property does not hold for the model being used then
subsequent causal reasoning will produce incorrect results. These experiments
provide an empirical answer to the EMC Question because it has been proven
[Spirtes et al., 1993] that, in the absence of latent variables, assuming a faithful
model to a distribution exists, then the PC algorithm will recover the graph that
is faithful to the distribution that generated the data. Furthermore Spirtes et

al. [1993] also argue that the probability of generating a non-faithful model by
chance is zero.
In order to simulate and learn the causal structure of the ideal gas system,
two minor adjustments to the system were made. First, in order for this dynamic
system to achieve equilibrium, there must exist a damping force. In this case, I
added a linear damping term: Fv = −γV which is proportional to the negative
of the velocity of the piston.
The second adjustment to this system was made due to the fact that the
causal discovery algorithm used for this task (the PC algorithm [Spirtes et al.,
1993]), uses linear independence tests. The ideal gas law H = P/T involves a nonlinear relationship between T and H, and the presence of non-linear associations,
together with the assumption of linearity and a large database of records, could
allow the significance test to return low p-values if the relation is severely underfit by a straight line. Thus, to avoid artifacts in the learning process due to
nonlinear relations in the system, I performed a simulation on the linearized
version of the ideal gas system.
This linear system is identical to the original ideal gas system, except the ideal
gas law is replaced by the linear relationship P = −k(H − T − ĥ). Physically,
this change corresponds to replacing the ideal gas with a spring whose base
can be adjusted with a constant offset T , and where the compression of the
spring is given by ĥ − H (ĥ is the relaxed height of the piston when M = 0
and T = 0). It appears that the equation for A in the original system is also
non-linear because of the inverse dependence on M ; however, this relation does
not come into play when learning S1 (because A is not included in the causal
model), and the M drops out of the equation in equilibrium, leaving only a linear
relationship between the forces in S2 . For this reason I refer to this system as
the pseudo-linear ideal gas system.
The values of the constants in the ideal gas system were determined by trialand-error to ensure that the velocity of the piston remained much less than H
(to avoid numerically-induced instabilities) and that the height of the piston
would never approach zero (which would cause a singularity in the ideal-gas
law: P = T /H). The values that were used were: h0 = 6, v0 = 1, m0 = 6,
and t0 = 50. Each γi term was assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with
mean zero. It was observed that the ability to correctly recover the expected
causal structures depended strongly on the relative noise levels of the variables.
To illustrate this fact, I introduce an additional parameter ρ which links the
standard deviations (denoted as σi ) of the noise-terms. The following values
were used: σH = 0.75, σm = 0.5, σT = 5, σt = 0.5ρ, σa = 0.6ρ, σp = 0.9ρ,
σb = 0.9ρ. Since ρ has a constant value for all records in any given database, it
will not violate causal sufficiency for this system. The frictional force was treated
as a latent variable (no attempt was made to include it into the learning), and
was treated as deterministic for simplicity—its only purpose was to damp out
oscillations. The coefficient of friction γ was set to 0.25 to allow lightly damped
oscillatory motion of the piston. A few typical equilibrations of the piston are
illustrated in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. A few typical equilibrations of the pseudo-linear ideal-gas system.

Distinct runs were generated by repeatedly sampling the noise terms of each
variable (i.e., “shocking” the system) and allowing the equation system to guide
the evolution of the variables. In order for the system to converge, it was noted
that an assumption of stationary noise terms was required. That is, all error
terms are sampled once at time step t = 0, and thereafter the system was allowed
to evolve deterministically until equilibrium, as opposed to sampling the noise
terms anew at each time step. This was necessary because randomly shocking the
system close to equilibrium will continuously bring it out of equilibrium again.
Each run was allowed to go up to 1000 time steps or until the system was
determined to be in an equilibrium state, whichever came first. The system was
deemed to be in the equilibrium state if the absolute difference in the change of
H from one time step to the next was less than 0.0001. Given the mean value
of H: hHi = hT i/hM i ' 10, this amounts to a change of about 1/1000 of 1
percent. Thus, we can be confident that if the system was stopped prematurely,
the values will be nearly identical to the those at time step t = 1000.
Using this procedure, two databases Ddyn and Dequ were generated. Each
complete run to equilibrium corresponded to a single record in the databases: a
snapshot of the system state at time step t = 0 produced a single record for Ddyn ,
and a snapshot at t = 1000 defined a record of Dequ . This was repeated until two
databases of some size N were generated. These two databases were used with
the PC algorithm to learn the causal structures observed on short (Ddyn ) and
long (Dequ ) time-scales. A modified version of PC was used which forbade cycles

1000

or bi-directional arrows and randomized the order in which independencies were
checked [Dash and Druzdzel, 1999]. Data for each variable took on a continuous
range of values, and in all cases the Fisher’s-z statistic was used to test for
conditional independence using a significance level of α = 0.05.
I restricted structure learning to the variables {M , T , H, P , Ft , Fb }, namely
the variables relevant to the static analysis of this system. Over this subset of
variables we expect to recover the two structures S1 and S2 shown in Figure 5: S1
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Fig. 5. The two patterns expected to be recovered from the simulation of the ideal-gas
system. S1 is the expected pattern for t = 0 (Ddyn ), and S2 is the expected pattern
for t = 1000 (Dequ ).

when t = 0 and S2 when t = 1000. N was systematically varied from the set {100,
500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 10000}, and ρ was varied from the set {0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,
0.3, 0.35, 0.4}. 100 measurements were taken for each (N, ρ) combination, and
the probability Phit , the fraction of times that precisely the correct structure was
learned, was calculated. We expected that as N was increased, Phit for both S1
and S2 would increase, ideally approaching unity. Figure 6 shows the probability
of recovering the correct structure as a function of N , averaged over values of ρ.
When the linear equation system is used, the learned graphs converge neatly to
S1 and S2 .
The important observation about these simulations is this: If we alter the
ideal gas system by setting A = V = 0 for all time and setting H = h0 , we can
simulate the ideal-gas system under the assumption that H is being manipulated
to the value h0 . However, this manipulation will produce data from a distribution
identical to that of the model S1 , and therefore, we would learn S1 from the data
generated by manipulating H. This of course, is not the same graph that we
would get by applying the Do operator to S2 , verifying exactly the observations
of Section 2.
Considered from the standpoint of causal discovery these results are disheartening. Using data from the equation system of Figure 2 with independent error
terms, the causal graph shown there (S1 ) would be learned by a constraint-based
discovery algorithm such as the PC algorithm. On the other hand, using data
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Fig. 6. The probability of learning the expected dynamic (S1 ) and equilibrium (S2 )
graphs as the number of records increases for the pseudo-linear ideal-gas system, averaged over all values of ρ.

from the equations governing the manipulated system would yield the causal
model S2 . The end result is clear: a causal graph learned based on the equilibrium ideal-gas system and altered with the Do operator will yield the incorrect
causal graph of Figure 2-(b).

4

Conclusions

The main conclusions of this experiment are two-fold: (1) The causal graph recovered from data depends strongly on the time-scale at which the data was
generated. (2) The causal graph taken from long-time-scale data will not in
general produce the correct distribution when used to predict the effect of manipulations on the system. These conclusions support the assertions presented
by Dash and Druzdzel [2001] that equilibrium models do not support causal
reasoning.
Complicating this situation is the fact that many systems possess multiple
time-scales. In the present case, only one significant time-constant were present.
In systems with multiple relevant time-scales, modeling and/or learning causal
interactions will be even more difficult. In a single sentence: These results imply
that caution is advised when attempting to learn causal models from equilibrium
data.
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